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You've got mail?
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Open Attachments...?
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Only 30 years..

OSX
21 shortcuts for Safari you need to know by Matt Elliott
https://www.cnet.com/how-to/shortcuts-for-safari-you-need-to-know/
If you use Apple's own browser on your Mac, then I've got some shortcuts to share with you. With
just a handful of these keyboard shortcuts, you can become a superior Safari surfer.

iOS
Pegatron Ready to Build iPhones in the U.S. If Apple 'Is Willing to
Absorb the Costs'
https://www.macrumors.com/2017/03/15/pegatron-iphones-in-the-u-s/
After months of reports surrounding iPhone manufacturers like Pegatron and Foxconn potentially
moving Apple device construction to the United States, Pegatron CEO Syh-Jang Liao this week
commented that the company could build iPhones and iPads in the U.S. on the condition that its
client, Apple, is ready to pay for the costs of moving manufacturing stateside (via Focus Taiwan).
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20 iPhone tips! by Luke Johnson
http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/gadgets/a25568/17-secret-iphone-tips-and-hacksthat-you-didnt-know-about/
Sure, there's plenty your trusty iPhone can already do, even if you've not upgraded to the shiny
new iPhone 7 yet. It can help you find your way home, settle pub debates and, heck, even make
the odd phone call or two. At a pinch you could probably serve small canapés off it. But this
pocketable box of wonder isn't just a pretty vessel into the world of internet joy and messaging
madness. Oh no.
There are dozens of cool iPhone features hidden beneath the surface that you probably weren't
even aware of – and not just the knowledge that cat litter can bring your phone back from a watery
death. These are some of the best iPhone hacks you didn't know about, and exactly how you can
find them.

How to check which apps Apple is about to Brick
http://mashable.com/2017/03/16/ios-10-3-beta-incompatible-apps/?utm_campaign=Mash-ProdRSS-Feedburner-Tech-Partial&utm_cid=Mash-Prod-RSS-Feedburner-TechPartial#g8O_Sj0FDOqQ
It now seems more likely than ever that the next version of iOS will kill hundreds of thousands of
apps.
The company's latest iOS beta comes with fresh warnings that outdated apps "will not work with
future versions of iOS" — this time in a dedicated settings menu.
Buried in the latest public beta for iOS 10.3 is a new settings menu called "app compatibility" that
specifically lists any outdated apps you may have installed. It warns (yet again) these apps will not
be compatible with future versions of iOS.
But the new "app compatibility" menu takes the warning a step further. It shows if a newer version
of the app is available and urges users that "if no update is available, contact the app developer
for more information."

5 iPhone Navigation Apps better than Apples Maps app by Sarah
Jacobsson
https://www.cnet.com/how-to/iphone-navigation-apps-better-than-apple-maps/
Apple's built-in navigation app may be popular (possibly because it's, well, pre-installed on every
iPhone), but it might not be the best navigation app for you. Luckily, you have plenty of options for
your mobile navigation needs, from general mapping apps like Google Maps to specialized public
transit apps like Transit. If you're not sold on Apple Maps' 3D flyover as a must-have feature,
here are five alternative apps to check out.

How to Teach Siri Proper Pronunciation by Elijah Waeterling
https://www.idropnews.com/how-to/teach-siri-proper-pronunciation/33300/
Siri is smart, but when she pronounces street names or even our children’s names wrong we
begin to doubt her intelligence. Sure, her blunders can garner a few laughs here and there but like
any joke, it gets old. There’s a way to teach Siri how to pronounce specific words properly, and in
iOS 10 it’s easy.
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iPad Pro 2: 7 Expected Specs Of Apple's 2017 Tablet And Expected
Release Date
http://www.ibtimes.com/ipad-pro-2-7-expected-specs-apples-2017-tablet-expected-releasedate-2502467
Apple’s flagship tablet, the iPad Pro, is expected to get a refresh in 2017 — the company is
expected to launch the iPad Pro 2 ahead of its World Wide Developers Conference (WWDC) in
San Jose in June. This will be the first do-over for the tablet since 2015.
While Apple has been quite secretive about the features of the upcoming tablet, several rumors
have given us some idea of what the tablet might look like.

Interesting Tech but Non-Apple
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWi-O6_DnVM
!!
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